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Statistical model for the structure and gelation of smectite clay suspensions

Marjolein Dijkstra,* Jean-Pierre Hansen,† and Paul A. Madden
Physical and Theoretical Chemistry Laboratory, University of Oxford, South Parks Road, Oxford OX1 3QZ, United Kingdom

~Received 13 June 1996!

The sol-gel transition in a suspension of monodisperse, charged, disklike platelets~Laponite, i.e., a synthetic
clay! is examined within a simplified statistical model. The initial ‘‘primitive’’ model of uniformly charged
disks surrounded by microscopic co ions and counterions is reduced to a model of nonintersecting disks
carrying a rigid point quadrupole, resulting from the electric double layers around the disks. The quadrupolar
interactions favor edge-to-face pair configurations that counteract the tendency of parallel~nematic! alignment
of bare disks at high densities. The local structure and phase behavior of the quadrupolar disk model is studied
over a broad range of clay concentrations and quadrupole moments~which depend on the concentration of
added salt! by extensive Monte Carlo simulations. The model suspension is found to undergo a reversible
sol-gel transition above a critical quadrupolar coupling. The gel phase lacks long-range order, and is reminis-
cent of a ‘‘house-of-cards’’ structure in which most of the particles are edge-to-face to each other. The critical
concentration and quadrupolar coupling constant are not inconsistent with recent experimental data on the
gelation of Laponite suspensions.@S1063-651X~97!10502-5#

PACS number~s!: 82.70.Gg, 61.20.Gy, 64.70.2p
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I. INTRODUCTION

Smectite clays of the montmorrilonite group are silica
minerals ~phyllosilicates! with a layered structure. In dry
clays the spacing between layers along thec axis is typically
1 nm. In the presence of water, this spacing increases du
the adsorption of water molecules between the layers, le
ing to the phenomenon ofswelling. Each individual lamella
~or platelet! carries a negative surface charge, due to isom
phous substitution of polyvalent cations~Si41 or Al 31) by
cations of lower valence~Al 31 or Mg21) in the crystalline
layers. Counterions~generally Na1!, and ions from added
salt, then form electric double layers around the lamel
which are the origin of the strong electrostatic interactio
between clay platelets.

With increasing water content, the swollen clay turns in
a gel of entangled, flexible lamellae, the complex rheolog
behavior of which is the basis of important technologic
applications, such as oil drilling.

In the highly dilute regime, when the concentration
weight of clay in water drops to a few percent, an isotro
colloidal dispersion of clay platelets is obtained, where
latter are still correlated via the long-range Coulombic int
actions, but orientational ordering of the platelets is co
pletely lost. The transition between the dilute sol phase
the more concentrated gel is sensitive to the concentratio
added salt and appears to be reversible@1#. The microstruc-
ture of the gel has been explored by a number of rec
small-angle neutron-scattering@2#, x-ray scattering@1,3#, and
light-scattering@4# experiments. The slowing down of con
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centration fluctuations at the sol-gel transition has been a
lyzed by dynamic light scattering@5#. Despite these carefu
experimental investigations, the microstructure of the g
and the individual and collective motions of the platele
which are intimately related to the macroscopic rheologi
behavior of concentrated clay colloid dispersions, are
fully understood. The small-angle neutron and x-ray data
vor a heterogeneous microstructure, involving microdoma
of variable platelet concentration, over the tradition
‘‘house-of-cards’’ structure, dominated by edge-to-face co
figurations of neighboring platelets@6#. It hence seems desir
able to supplement the experimental data by theoretical
culations based on a reasonable model of clay particle
suspension. This is a very difficult task for natural clay su
pensions involving irregularly shaped, bent, and highly po
disperse lamellae. Fortunately, synthetic clays have bec
available, like Laponite RD@7#, which have a crystalline uni
cell rather similar to that of natural montmorillonites, but a
made up of nearly monodisperse, thin cylindrical platelets
typical Laponite particle has the appearance of a flat coin
diameters.25 nm, thicknessd.1 nm, and carries a charg
of 20.7e per unit cell, amounting to a total charge of rough
2700e.

Since the lateral dimension of a Laponite platelet is
order of magnitude smaller than that of natural clay lamell
the platelet may be regarded as being rigid~i.e., non-
bending!. A suspension of such monodisperse, coinli
charged particles is clearly more amenable to theoret
modeling than natural clays and this paper presents an
tempt at a statistical description of Laponite suspensio
aimed at exploring the osmotic equation of state, the lo
structure and the sol-gel transition, as functions of the t
fundamental control parameters, i.e., the particle concen
tion and the ionic strength of the suspension. The main p
tical problem in any first principles description of colloid
systems such as clay dispersions is how to overcome
considerable asymmetry between the highly charged, m
scopic polyions and the microscopic coions and counterio
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55 3045STATISTICAL MODEL FOR THE STRUCTURE AND . . .
In Sec. II, we formulate a density functional approach to
‘‘primitive’’ model of Laponite suspensions. In view of th
considerable technical difficulties associated with the
isometry of the lamellar polyions, the theoretical reducti
process will be taken one step further in Sec. III, where
quadrupolar disk model is introduced. Monte Carlo simu
tions of this model are described in Sec. IV. The main res
from these simulations, including the location of the sol-g
transition, are presented and discussed in Sec. V, and s
concluding remarks are made in Sec. VI. A preliminary a
count of some of this work has been given elsewhere@7#.

II. THE ‘‘PRIMITIVE’’ MODEL
OF LAPONITE SUSPENSIONS

The ‘‘primitive’’ model under consideration is an exten
sion of the common model of ionic solutions.N infinitely
thin, uniformly charged disks of diameters and total charge
2Ze are placed in a volumeV, together withNZ monova-
lent counterions and salt, at a concentrationns per unit vol-
ume. The molecular nature of the solvent is ignored, a
water replaced by a structureless continuum of dielec
constante ~it is this simplification that earns the model i
unflattering designation as ‘‘primitive’’!. The disks, which
rotate freely in space, are not allowed to intersect, and
neglect of the finite thickness of the Laponite platelets
justified by their considerable aspect ratios/d.25. The uni-
form surface charge density of a disk will be denoted
q52Ze/p(s/2)2, and the Laponite concentration b
n5N/V. Room temperature and strict monodispersity
charge and size of the platelets will be assumed through
The monovalent positive counterions and negative coions
regarded as charged point particles. To avoid Coulomb
lapse a cutoff in the divergent attraction between oppo
point charges of the order of a typical ionic diameter must
introduced; no such cutoff is needed between ions of eq
charge, and between counterions and uniformly char
platelets. The independent thermodynamic variables, bes
the fixed temperatureT, are the platelet and salt concentr
tions n andns ; although in the present model the infinite
thin platelets have zero volume, the nonintersection con
tion makes it convenient to introduce the dimensionless d
sity variablen*5ns3; if the normals to all disks were per
fectly aligned ~perfect nematic order!, there would be no
limit to the packing capacity, i.e.,n* could, in principle,
grow to infinity. In practice any deviation from perfect align
ment, and the Coulomb repulsion between disks will lim
the range of variation ofn* . Despite its apparent simplicity
the model will lead to two major difficulties in any attem
of explicit theoretical calculations. The first complication
of an essentially technical nature. Due to the highly ani
metric shape of the polyions, Gauss’ theorem does not a
and the total Coulomb potential between two platelets,
i and j , is a complicated function of their center-of-ma
positionsRW i andRW j and of their orientations, materialized b
the unit vectorsnW i andnW j normal to the platelets; this func
tion may be expressed as a multiple integral over the surfa
of the two interacting platelets, which cannot be explici
evaluated, even for very simple configurations. This tech
cal difficulty can be overcome by numerical means, e.g.,
discretizing the surface charge on the platelets, but at the
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of considerable computational expense.
The second complication is of a more fundamental natu

and is related to the considerable polyion-microion asymm
try, due to the large ratios in size and time scales associ
with the mesoscopic and microscopic species. This mak
first-principles description, where the two species would
treated on an equal footing, untractable, particularly in c
junction with computer simulations. This difficulty may
however, be overcome by adopting complementary point
view for the two populations: the polyions will be consider
as discrete individual particles, whereas a coarse-grained
scription is adopted for the microions, which will not b
treated individually, but rather at the level of the instan
neous local densitiesr1(rW) and r2(rW) of the counterions
and coions. Due to the large difference in time scales,
microions may be assumed to be distributed in thermo
namic equilibrium around the polyions, for any configurati

$Xi%5$Ri
W ,niW % (1< i<N) of the latter~adiabatic approxima-

tion!. This allows a free energyfunctionalF@r1(rW),r2(rW)#
to be defined, which depends parametrically on the$Xi%.
According to the basic principles of density functional theo
~DFT! @8#, the local densities may be determined for a
given polyion configuration$Xi%, by the variational principle

]F@r1 ,r2#

]ra~rW !
5ma , a51,2, ~1!

wherema is the Lagrange multiplier associated with the co
straint

E
V
ra~rW !drW5Na , a51,2, ~2!

i.e., the chemical potential associated with speciesa. The
functionalF may be split into the usual ideal, Coulombi
external, and correlational contributions@9#:

F5Fid1FCoul1Fext1Fcorr,

Fid@$ra%#5kBT (
a51,2

E
V
drWra~rW !$ ln@La

3ra~rW !#21%,

FCoul@$ra%#5
e2

2eEVEVdrWdr8W
rc~rW !rc~r 8W !

urW2r 8W u
,

Fext@$ra%#5
e

e(i51

N E
V
drWrc~rW !w~rW;Xi !,

Fcorr@$ra%#.E
V
drWr~rW ! f exc„r1~rW !,r2~rW !… ~3!

In these equations, r(rW)5r1(rW)1r2(rW) and
rc(rW)5r1(rW)2r2(rW) denote the local number and charg
densities of the microions,La is the thermal de Broglie
wavelength of speciesa, and w(rW,Xi) is the electrostatic
potential atrW, due to thei th uniformly charged disk centere
atRW i with orientationnW i . For the correlational part, we hav
adopted the local density approximation~LDA !, where
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3046 55DIJKSTRA, HANSEN, AND MADDEN
f exc(r1 ,r2) is the excess~nonideal! free energy per ion of a
homogeneous‘‘primitive’’ solution of coions and counteri-
ons with~uniform! densitiesr25r2(rW) andr15r1(rW); in
order for f exc to be defined in the thermodynamic limi
charge neutrality of this homogeneous solution requires
presence of a uniform neutralizing background of cha
density2rc52rc(rW).

Once thera(rW) have been determined by inserting t
expressions of Eq.~3! into Eq. ~1!, the effectiveinteraction
energy between the polyions is given by

Veff~$Xi%!5( (
i, j

vp~Xi ,Xj !1F@$ra%;$Xi%#, ~4!

wherevp(Xi ,Xj ) is the direct~Coulomb! interaction poten-
tial between polyionsi and j , andF is the minimized free
energy, a functional of the optimum density profiles for t
given polyion configuration$Xi%; this second contribution to
the polyion interaction energy is not, in general, pairw
additive, but depends on the coordinates of all polyio
~many-body interaction!.

In practice, the minimization@Eq. ~1!# may be carried out
numerically, by steepest descent or conjugate gradient m
ods, and the resulting free energy, combined with the di
Coulomb potential energy between polyions, may then
used as input in standard Monte Carlo simulations
samples of a few hundred polyions. Such a procedure
already been successfully applied to linear polyelectroly
~charged polymer chains! @10#. Alternatively, the minimiza-
tion may be carried out dynamically, within an adiabatic m
lecular dynamics scheme similar in spirit to the ‘‘ab initio’’
method of Car and Parrinello for ion-electron systems@11#.
The effective forces and torques between polyions are ca
lated ‘‘on the fly’’ via the classical version of the Hellmann
Feynman theorem. This method has been put to use to s
late concentrated suspensions of charged spherical collo
particles @9#. The direct application of the method to cla
suspensions is hampered by the difficulty of calculating e
ciently the Coulomb energy between two disks in an ar
trary configuration as stressed earlier. For practical calc
tions, further approximations are needed. We have ado
the following two-step strategy:~a! The initial N-polyion
problem is reduced to a one-polyion problem by confinin
single uniformly charged disk and the associated coions
counterions to a Wigner-Seitz~WS! cell of volume
v5V/N51/n; the WS cell is electrically neutral and i
meant to be a crude representation of the ‘‘caging’’ of
given platelet by its neighbors. For sufficiently dilute suspe
sions ~sol phase!, where the platelets may be regarded
freely rotating, it is not unreasonable to assume the WS
to be a sphere of radiusR5(3v/4p)1/3. For very high con-
centrations~swelling regime!, where the platelets are rough
parallel, a cylindrical WS cell is more appropriate. The a
isotropic density profiles of the coions and counterions m
then be determined by solving the variational problem@Eq.
~1!# with an external field contributionFext due to a single
polyion placed at the center of the WS cell, under appro
ate boundary conditions at the surface of the cell. This p
gram has been carried out for spherical and cylindrical W
cells, in the linearized Poisson-Boltzmann approximation
e
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which amounts to neglectingFcorr, and to replacingFid by
its functional expansion to second order inDra(rW)
5ra(rW)2na @12#. The resulting density profiles have bee
used to compute the quadrupole moment of the total cha
distribution within the WS cell, i.e., the sum of contribution
from the uniform charge density on the disk (Qd) and from
the coion and counterion density profiles (Qc) ~the electric
dipole moment vanishes since the total charge distributio
centrosymmetric!. If the z-axis is chosen along the norma
nW to the disk, the quadrupole tensorQ may be expressed a

Q5
Q

2
~3nWnW 2I ! ~5!

Q5Qd1Qc ~6!

Qd52Ze
s2

16
~7!

Qc5
e

2Evrc~rW !~3z22r 2!drW ~8!

Since Qd and Qc are of opposite sign, the ratio
a5Qtotal/Qd5(Qc1Qd)/Qd is always less than one, bu
depends on the state variablesn andns . ~b! The second step
in the present strategy is to return now to the init
N-polyion problem, replacing each polyion and its associa
electric double layer of coions and counterions by an ‘‘effe
tive’’ polyion which is electrically neutral, but carries afixed
quadrupole momentQ, which is coupled to the quadrupol
moments of all other polyions by the usual laws of elect
statics. The initial system of polyions and microions has th
been reduced to a model of quadrupolar disks to which
turn in the following section. The limitations of the mod
are obvious: all higher order multipole moments are n
glected; the interference between double layers associ
with different polyions is ignored, which is certainly a poo
approximation whenever two polyions come very close, i
when there is considerable overlap between their associ
double layers; such an overlap will break the symmetry
the charge distribution around an isolated platelet, and he
lead to induced dipoles and changes in the instantane
higher order multipoles. On the contrary, in the quadrupo
disk model, the electric double layer is assumed to be co
pletely rigid ~nonpolarizable!, independently of the charg
distributions of the surrounding polyions. The model is th
based on a mean-field assumption at the level of the ele
double layers.

III. THE QUADRUPOLAR DISK MODEL

The reduction procedure sketched in Sec. II leaves us w
a system of identical ‘‘effective’’ polyions that reduce t
infinitely thin disks of diameters, carrying a constant axia
quadrupole momentQ. The total potential energy for al
lowed configurations~i.e., without intersecting disks! is the
pair-wise sum of quadrupolar interactions:

VN~$Xi%!5( (
i, j

vQQ~Xi ,Xj !, ~9!
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vQQ~Xi ,Xj !52
1

9
Qi :Tij

~4! :Qj , ~10!

where

T i j
~4!52¹ i

~4!
1

euRW i2RW j u

is the quadrupolar tensor; ifRW i j5RW i2RW j , Eq. ~10! may be
cast in the form@13#

vQQ~RW i j ;nW i ,nW j !5
3Q2

4eRi j
5 F224~ i , j !, ~11!

where the rotational invariantF224 depends on the relativ
orientations of the center-to-center vectorRW i j and of the ori-
entation vectorsnW i andnW j . If RW i j is chosen as the polar ax
for the orientationsnW i andnW j , specified by the polar angle
V i5(u i ,w i) andV j5(u j ,w j ), F224( i , j ) reduces to

F224~ i , j !5125cos2u i25cos2u j215cos2u icos
2u j

12@sinu isinu jcos~w i2w j !24cosu icosu j #
2.

~12!

F224 is positive ~and hence the electrostatic interaction
pulsive! when disks are coaxial, so that discotic stacking
energetically unfavorable as soon asQÞ0. On the other
handF224 is negative~i.e., the electrostatic interaction i
attractive! for T-shaped~edge-to-face! pair configurations,
which are energetically the most favorable. When the di
are parallel but their normals make an angle aroundp/4 with
RW i j , F224 is also negative, and since the disks do not int
sect, the electrostatic attraction blows up like 1/Ri j

5 . This
unphysical electrostatic collapse is a consequence of the
resentation of a spatially extended charge distribution~the
electric double layer! by a point quadrupole. To circumven
this unpleasant feature of the model, an infinite repuls
barrier for center-to-center distancesR<s/2 is added. This
barrier does not affect the energetically favorableT-shaped
pair configuration, which will turn out to play a central ro
in the formation of a gel network. Note that these hard co
limit the maximum reduced density of disks,
n*5ns3548hcp /p.11.3, wherehcp5pA2/6 is the maxi-
mum fcc packing fraction of spheres.

A thermodynamic state of the system of quadrupolar di
may be characterized by two dimensionless variables,
n* and the quadrupolar, coupling constant

b*5
Q2

ekBTs5. ~13!

The mapping of the initial problem of polyions plus cou
terions plus salt onto the system of quadrupolar disks
reduced the number of thermodynamic variables from th
(n,ns , andT) to two (n* andb* ). In factb* depends both
on T and onn and ns ~through the effective quadrupola
moment Q). Varying the salt concentration amounts
changingQ and henceb* . Regardingn* andb* as inde-
pendent variables amounts to neglecting then dependence o
-
s

s

-

p-

e

s

s
.,

s
e

Q; the Wigner-Seitz calculations of Ref.@12# show that this
is not an unreasonable assumption, at least at fairly h
polyion concentrations (n*>1).

The case ofbaredisks (Q50), corresponding to the limit
b*50 of the present model, has been examined in detai
Eppenga and Frenkel@14#. Their Monte Carlo~MC! simula-
tions revealed a first-order phase transition from an isotro
fluid to a nematic phase, where the orientation vectorsnW i
align on average, to allow a more efficient packing of t
disks; the transition takes place whenn*.4. While the ten-
dency to nematic ordering is enhanced by the addition of
electric dipole moment, parallel to the orientation vecto
nW i of the disks, which may lead to columnar phases@15#,
such a tendency is counteracted by quadrupolar interacti
which favorT-shaped configurations as noted earlier. Thu
nonzero value of the quadrupole momentQ will frustrate the
tendency of the bare disks to stack parallel to each othe
high polyion concentrations.

IV. MONTE CARLO CALCULATIONS

To gain insight into the consequences of the competit
between conflicting electrostatic and stacking tendencies
have carried out MC simulations in which the quadrupo
coupling parameterb* was progressively increased. Along
given ‘‘isotherm,’’ corresponding to a fixed value ofb* , the
equation of state, i.e., the osmotic pressureP of the poly-
ions, was calculated as a function ofn* in a single simula-
tion, by ‘‘measuring’’ the sedimentation profiler(z) of a
suspension subjected to a gravitational poten
f(z)52mgz in the z direction; periodic boundary condi
tions were imposed in thex and y directions. The equilib-
rium sedimentation profile, coarse grained on a scale of
order of the disk diameters, satisfies the osmotic equilib
rium condition

dP~z!

dz
5
dP„r~z!…

dz
52mgr~z!, ~14!

where the assumption of local thermodynamic equilibrium
made, i.e., for a fixed value ofb* , P depends on altitude
only via the local densityr(z). The density profile can be
accurately determined as a function ofz in a MC simulation,
and a numerical integration of Eq.~14! then yields the os-
motic equation of stateP* (n* )5P(n* )s3/kBT @16–18#.
This procedure avoids a tedious and time-consuming po
by-point construction of the equation of state from simu
tions carried out on a homogeneous suspension for sev
densitiesn* , while ensuring comparable statistical accura

The results of our calculation forb*50 are compared in
Fig. 1 to the data of Eppenga and Frenkel@14#. The agree-
ment is found to be excellent, and independent of
strength of the applied gravitational field, measured by
dimensionless ratioa5mgs/kBT, as it should. The discrep
ancies observed forn*>4 are not surprising, since the sed
mentation equilibrium method cannot cope quantitativ
with phase coexistence at a first-order phase transition~fluid-
nematic liquid crystal phase coexistence in the present ca!.

We now consider the effect of increasingb* from zero.
All MC simulations were now made for disks with the ha
sphere core~needed to avoid electrostatic collapse wh
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3048 55DIJKSTRA, HANSEN, AND MADDEN
b*>0); when we add the hard sphere core forb50, the
pressure increases. This pressure difference can be expl
by assuming that the equation of state for the infinitely t
hard disks and the hard sphere cores are additive and
using the Carnahan-Starling equation of state for the h
spheres. All profiles were calculated for a fixed value of
reduced density per unit area at the bottom, i.e., for fixed

na*5nas
25s2E

0

`

r~z!dz. ~15!

Typical examples are shown in Fig. 2. The profiles are s
to change only slightly from theb*50 case, up to
b*50.01. Atb*50.05, the profile develops a rounded pl
teau at the lower altitudes, which becomes very marked

FIG. 1. Reduced osmotic pressureP*5Ps3/kBT vs reduced
densityn*5Ns3/V at b*5Q2/ekBTs550. The stars and square
are the results obtained from simulations of the sedimentation e
librium for an applied gravitational field ofa5mgs/kBT50.25
and 0.40, respectively. The filled diamonds are the data of Eppe
and Frenkel from Ref.@14#.

FIG. 2. Density profiles obtained from simulations of the se
mentation equilibrium with an applied gravitational field
a5mgs/kBT50.40. The reduced densityn* (z)5Ns3/V is plot-
ted vs the heightz*5z/s for b*5Q2/ekBTs550.000, 0.001,
0.010, 0.050, and 0.100.
ned

by
rd
e

n

d

nearly horizontal, followed by an almost discontinuous dro
atb*50.1. The resulting equation-of-state data are shown
Fig. 3. Forb*50.001 and 0.01 the pressures are found to
slightly below the corresponding values forb*50; this re-
duction may be attributed to dominantly attractive quadru
lar interactions. The isotherms exhibit a clear break beyo
n*.4, indicative of the onset of nematic ordering, as o
served forb*50 by Eppenga and Frenkel@14#. Much more
drastic changes are observed forb*50.05 and especially for
the largest quadrupole moment investigated in our simu
tions, corresponding tob*50.1. In the latter case,P* drops
to very low values belown*.2.8, before rising almost ver
tically. The nearly horizontal portion of the equation of sta
for n*<2 is suggestive of a first order phase transition. T
steep rise ofP* beyondn*.2.8, which contrasts with the
much gentler increase at lower values ofb* , shows that the
high density phase is nearly incompressible.

In order to obtain a sharper characterization of the alle
phase transition, and of the local structure of the low a
high density phases, we have carried out some canon
constant density (NVT) MC simulations, and Gibbs en
semble calculations@19#. The NVT MC simulations were
carried out on samples ofN5250 disks; they give access t
the excess internal energyU5^VN&, and to the pressure
which is the sum of the ideal term, of a contact termPc ,
calculated according to the prescription of Ref.@14# and an
electrostatic contribution:

P*5bPs35n*1Pc*1
5

3
n*

bU

N
. ~16!

The excess chemical potentialmex may be estimated by the
Widom particle insertion method@20#. A rough estimate of
the isothermal compressibility, relative to that of an ide
gas, is obtained by considering the relative fluctuations of

i-

ga

-

FIG. 3. Reduced osmotic pressureP*5Ps3/kBT vs the re-
duced densityn*5Ns3/V. Filled squares, circles, crosses, tr
angles, and open squares are the results obtained from the sim
tions of the sedimentation equilibrium for increasing values of
quadrupolar coupling constantb*5Q2/ekBTs5. The stars repre-
sent the data from constant temperature–constant density MC s
lations atb*50.1.
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number of particles within subvolumes equal to one-eig
of the total volume. The resulting data along the isothe
b*50.1 are listed in Table I. As shown in Fig. 1, theNVT
MC results for the pressureP agree very well with the equa
tion of state previously determined by the sedimentat
equilibrium method. The MC simulations also yield stru
tural information on the positional and orientational sho
range order in the suspension. Snapshots of typical confi
rations along the isothermb*50.1 are shown in Figs. 4~a!
and 4~b! for n*50.25, 3, and 5.5. Figures 5~a! and 5~b!
show histograms of the distributionf (R,u) of the angles
between the orientation vectors of pairs of particles separ
by a distanceR<3s. Complete information on the pai
structure is contained in the full pair distribution functio
g(RW ,V1 ,V2), which may be expanded into rotational inva
ants, with coefficientsgl1 ,l2 ,l(R) @13,14#. g(R)5g000(R) is
the usual pair distribution function of center-to-center d
tances. An example is shown in Fig. 6; the general shap
g(R) changes remarkably little with density, except t
value of closest approach, corresponding to the hard-c
cutoff atR5s/2, which increases asn* decreases@approxi-
mate values ofg(R5s/2) are listed in Table I#. Integration
of g(R) up to the first minimum beyond the main peak yiel
an estimate of the number of nearest neighborsn ~first coor-
dination shell! close to 3, and practically independent of de
sity up ton*53.

Orientational correlations are best characterized by

gor~R!5g202~R!5^P2@cosu~R!#&5^ 1
2 @3cos2u~R!21#&

5E
0

p1

2
@3cos2u21# f ~R,u!sinudu, ~17!

where the distribution functionf is assumed to be norma
ized to 1 for each distanceR. Examples ofgor(R) are shown
in Figs. 7~a! and 7~b! and 8~a!–8~c!. Along the isotherm
b*50.1, gor(R) barely changes up ton*.3; in particular
the function goes rapidly to zero beyondR.2s, underlining
the complete absence of any long-range order in the orie
tional correlations. The situation changes forn*>3 as
shown in Fig. 8; at these higher densities,gor(R) is seen to
go to a nonzero asymptotic value characteristic of long-ra
nematic ordering. The usual nematic order parame
S5^P2(cosui)& is related to this asymptotic value by

TABLE I. The values for the reduced densityn*5Ns3/V, the
energyU*5bU/N, the reduced osmotic pressureP*5Ps3/kBT,
the contact value of the pair distribution functiong(R5s/2), and
the density fluctuations (^N2&2^N&2)/^N& of the Monte Carlo
simulations in the canonical ensemble (NVT) along the isotherm
b*5Q2/ekBTs550.1.

n* U* P* g(R5s/2) (^N2&2^N&2)/^N&

0.25 29.78 0.12 30 5.6
0.5 29.62 0.67 25 3.1
1.0 211.20 0.81 25 1.6
2.0 212.26 1.01 10 1.3
3.0 212.32 16.70 7.0 .0.0
5.5 212.22 43.38 7.0 .0.0
h
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FIG. 4. Snapshots of typical configurations of quadrupolar di
are shown obtained from constant temperature–constant de
simulations atb*5Q2/ekBTs550.1 for several reduced densit
n*5Ns3/V: ~a! n*50.25, ~b! n*53.0, ~c! n*55.5.
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lim
R→`

gor~R!5S2. ~18!

An even more dramatic change is observed when the c
pling constantb* is lowered from 0.1 to 0.01~i.e., as the
temperature increases! along the isochoren*55.5, as is evi-
dent from Figs. 8~b! and 8~c!. In the next section these MC
data are analyzed and interpreted in the light of a sol-
transition scenario.

V. A REVERSIBLE SOL-GEL TRANSITION

Inspection of Figs. 2 and 3 suggests that the quadrup
interactions between disks do not induce any major chan
compared to the behavior of bare (Q50) disks, at least up to
b*50.01. The electrostatic interactions lead only to a sli

FIG. 5. Histograms of the distributionf (R,u) of the angles be-
tween the orientation vectors of pairs of particles separated b
distanceR<3s at reduced densityn*5Ns3/V. ~a! n*50.25, ~b!
n*52.0.
u-

el

ar
es

t

lowering of the osmotic pressure. Although we have not
vestigated this point in detail, the break in the equations
state beyondn*.4, as well as the orientational distributio
function in Fig. 8~c!, where the large positive value o
gor(R) atR5s/2 points to parallel ordering of nearest neig
bors, which propagates to large distances, strongly sug
that the isotropic-to-nematic phase transition reported by

a

FIG. 6. The pair distribution function of center-to-center d
tances g(R) is plotted for a quadrupolar coupling consta
b*5Q2/ekBTs550.1 and reduced densityn*5Ns3/V53.

FIG. 7. The orientational pair distribution functiongor(R) is
plotted for a quadrupolar coupling constantb*5Q2/ekBTs550.1
and reduced densityn*5Ns3/V: ~a! n*50.25, ~b! n*52.0.
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penga and Frenkel forb*50 @14# is very little affected by
the electrostatic interactions at high temperatures, or equ
lently at low values of the quadrupole momentQ.

This simple behavior changes at higher values ofb* . We
have explored in some detail the isothermb*50.1. For
n*<2, the osmotic pressures are now very low compare
the bare disk case (Q50 limit!. Despite the relatively large
statistical uncertainties~essentially linked to the difficulties
of extracting accurate contact values of the pair distribut
function in theNVT MC simulations!, the data listed in
Table I suggest a roughly constant value ofP* for
0.5<n*<2, which points to a horizontal tie-line indicativ
of a first-order phase transition. The snapshots in Fig. 4 s

FIG. 8. The orientational pair distribution functiongor(R) is
plotted for several values forb*5Q2/ekBTs5 andn*5Ns3/V: ~a!
b*50.1,n*53, ~b! b*50.1,n*55.5, ~c! b*50.01,n*55.5.
a-

to

n

w

that the low-density configurations are highly inhomog
neous: the quadrupolar disks form elongated clusters do
nated by edge-to-face arrangements of nearest neighb
The clusters are somewhat reminiscent of ‘‘living’’ polyme
since they continuously break up and recombine in
coarse of a simulation, thus ensuring an adequate explora
of configuration space.

The pattern of orientational correlations, embodied in
histogramsf (R,u) in Fig. 5, and its projectiongor(R) in Fig.
7, is very striking. The histograms show a broad peak
anglesu close top/2 andR50.5s, which reflects itself in
the negative value ofgor(R) at contact. This feature is a clea
signature of the dominant edge-to-face pair configuratio
with anglesp/3<u<p/2. The histograms and orientation
distribution functions furthermore show that disks are mai
parallel to each other (u.0) for distancesR/s.A2/2 and
R/s.1, as expected from a four-particle ring@schematically
shown in Fig. 4~a!# and from anH-like configuration~where
two parallel disks are separated by a third disk in cont
with and orthogonal to the former!. The histograms and
gor(R) show very little structure beyondR/s.1.5, at all
densitiesn*<3.

The representative configuration of the dense s
n*53 @Fig. 4~b!# is very reminiscent of the ‘‘house-of
cards’’ structure frequently advocated as being typical
clay colloid gels@6#. The clusters of the low concentratio
suspensions have now merged into a space-filling~or perco-
lating! network, which is, however, still characterized by th
same orientational correlations, as illustrated by the gr
similarity between the orientational correlation functio
gor(R) in Figs. 7~a! and 8~a!. The network is highly incom-
pressible, as shown by the dramatic, nearly vertical incre
in pressure aroundn*.2.8, where the reduced isotherm
compressibilityxT*5]n* /]P* is estimated to be less tha
0.01. The resistance of the ‘‘house-of-cards’’ network
compression is due to the strong electrostatic bias towa
edge-to-face pair configurations, which are clearly eviden
Fig. 4~b!. However, at sufficiently high pressure, the edg
to-face electrostatic cross linking may be broken, and pa
lel stacking predominates, as shown in the configuration
Fig. 4~c! for n*55.5. As confirmed by the correspondin
gor(R) pictured in Fig. 8~b!, the T-shaped configurations
~signalled by negative values ofgor(R.s/2) at lower densi-
ties! have been replaced by predominantly parallel alignm
of neighboring platelets, which propagates to large distan
R, giving rise to the long-range order characteristic of a ne
atic phase.

Returning to the density range 0.25<n*<3, the data lead
us to conjecture about the existence of a first-order ph
transition between a low density sol phase, where the s
pended platelets form well-separated clusters, and a h
density gel phase, where the platelets are arranged
space-filling network with predominantly edge-to-face cro
linking involving ‘‘binding’’ energies of several times the
thermal energykBT.

In order to confirm this conjecture we have carried o
Gibbs-ensemble MC simulations@19# to determine the coex
istence curve between the low and high density phases a
rately. In this method the two phases are placed in sepa
simulation cells which may exchange volume and particle
a given temperature~i.e., b* ) in order to fulfill the phase
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3052 55DIJKSTRA, HANSEN, AND MADDEN
equilibrium requirements of equal pressures and chem
potentials. Calculations were carried out forb*50.10, 0.09,
0.085, and 0.0825, and the resulting phase diagram is plo
in Fig. 9. The critical coupling constantb* , above which a
reversible sol-gel phase separation occurs, may be estim
to bebc*50.082, while the corresponding critical density
roughlync*50.75. Along the isothermb*50.1, the densities
of the coexisting phases are predicted to ben*.0.48 and
2.2, in rough agreement with the end points of the ‘‘horizo
tal’’ tie line in the equation of state shown in Fig. 2. Th
states at intermediate densities studied in theNVTMC simu-
lations discussed earlier are thus expected to be metas
~or possibly unstable! in the thermodynamic limit, but are
artificially stabilized by finite-size effects.

The good convergence of the Gibbs ensemble MC sim
lations shows that the sol-gel transition observed for quad
polar disks is a genuine, reversible first-order phase tra
tion, reminiscent of a gas-liquid transition in ordinary atom
or molecular fluids. The phase diagram in Fig. 9 is inco
plete, in that we have not attempted to map out the transi
line from the isotropic gel phase to the anisotropic nema
phase at higher densities (n*>4). Belowb*.0.082 this is
the only phase transition to be expected for the quadrup
disk model. As expected, the phase diagram of quadrup
disks has little in common with the fluid-solid phase diagra
of quadrupolar hard spheres, as determined in recent
simulations@21#.

VI. DISCUSSION

Starting from the physical charcteristic of a real clay c
loid suspension~Laponite RD!, we have conducted two suc
cessive reduction steps to map the initial system ont
model of nonintersecting disks carrying a fixed quadrup
moment. In the process of the first step, we have negle
the discrete nature of the suspending fluid~water! and all
interactions between polyions, except those of steric
electrostatic origin, ending up at the level of a ‘‘primitive
model of clay suspensions. In particular, we have at
stage neglected the ubiquitous van der Waals attraction
well as any hydration or depletion effects. Such interactio

FIG. 9. Sol-gel coexistence curve obtained from Gibb
ensemble MC simulations in the quadrupolar coupling cons
b*5Q2/ekBTs5 and reduced densityn*5Ns3/V plane.
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could lead to quantitative and even qualitative changes in
structure and phase behavior of real clay suspension, c
pared to the predictions of the ‘‘primitive’’ model.

We have sketched a possible treatment of the latter
density functional theory, along the lines of Ref.@9#, but in
view of the remaining severe technical difficulties, linked
the anisometry of the charged clay platelets, we have b
led to a second reductive step, whereby each platelet an
associated electric double layer, due to the buildup of
inhomogeneous and anisotropic charge distribution of coi
and counterions, is replaced by a disk carrying a rigid po
quadrupole. This is clearly a drastic oversimplification of t
original electrostatic problem posed by the ‘‘primitive
model, since it totaly ignores fluctuation and interference
fects of interpenetrating electric double layers, which lead
configuration-dependent many-body interactions between
polyions @9#. Thus the quadrupolar disk model that we ha
examined in this paper can be regarded, at best, as a c
representation of a suspension of Laponite clay partic
Even if the configuration dependence of the effective qu
rupole momentQ is neglected, it should depend on the co
centration of added salt, and on the polyion concentrat
@12#. The latter effect is also neglected in the present mo
while the salt concentrationns , together with the tempera
ture, determine the quadrupolar coupling constantb* .

It is instructive to compare the phase behavior of t
present schematic model with experiments on Laponite s
pensions. The experiments in Ref.@1# also report a reversible
sol-gel transition for monovalent salt concentrations less t
1022M ~at higher salt concentration, the suspension is
served to flocculate!. The most surprising finding o
Mourchid et al. @1# is the shift of the sol-gel transition to
lower clay concentrations with increasing salt concentrati
This feature cannot be understood in the framework of
present model, since an increase in salt concentration inv
ably leads to a reduction ofQ and hence ofb* . For a
1024M salt concentration, the experiments detect gelation
a Laponite concentration of about 3% by weight. With
polyion diameter of 25 nm and a chargeZ5700, these con-
ditions correspond to n*.0.37, and a ratio
a5Qtotal/Qd.0.035, such thatb*.0.065 at room tempera
ture in water; these values are fairly close to the critical po
coordinates reported here for the quadrupolar disk mode

The traditional picture of a ‘‘house-of-cards’’ structur
has been questioned in the light of available experime
data on Laponite@1–3#, although there is no consensus@4#.
The quadrupolar disk model, considered in the present w
gives rise to a network structure in the gel phase stron
reminiscent of a ‘‘house-of-cards.’’ In view of the conside
able simplifications that have to be made to arrive at t
model, our results should not be regarded as contradic
experimental evidence. On the contrary, it would be instr
tive to understand how the physical aspects neglected in
model, such as van der Waals attractions or double-la
fluctuations and interference effects, might transform
present gel structure into the heterogeneous stackings
have been imagined to interpret experimental data.
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